
If you would like technical advice, your SISIS Territory 
Manager will be pleased to help.  

SISIS has a direct supply policy in the UK, Export 
Distributors in more than 30 countries worldwide, and 
subsidiary company SISIS INC in USA.  

National and International spares and service network.  
Various finance packages are available.    

SISIS equipment is designed and manufactured in the 
UK. Patents granted or applied for UK and overseas.  All 
SISIS equipment satisfies current European Health & 
Safety regulations for safe operating, vibration and noise 
levels.  

We reserve the right to alter specifications without notice.  
SISIS EQUIPMENT (Macclesfield) LTD., Hurdsfield, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 2LZ
Tel: +44 (0)1625 503030  Fax: +44 (0)1625 427426  E-mail: info@sisis.com   www.sisis.com Br
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ROTORAKE TM1000 
combined de-thatcher and linear aerator with collection

FEATURES
Floating unit to follow ground 
contours
Fast ground coverage 
Quick, simple depth setting 
without tools to max. 50mm
Contra-rotation of reel throws 
debris forward for clean, 
consistent groove
Standard Cat.1, 3-point linkage
Collector box for use when 
working to depth of 25mm
Optional hydraulic tipping kit
When used without collector 
box, scarifying unit can be offset 
so that wheels do not run over 
the removed thatch. The independently powered SISIS ROTORAKE 600 took de-thatching 

into a new dimension and the ROTORAKE TM1000 is the tractor-
mounted, PTO version for larger areas.SPECIFICATION

Model Ref:       RRTM/1000
Overall width   143cm 56ins 
Working width   1m  39ins
Length     156cm 61ins            
Height     74cm 29ins 
Weight (incl box)    263kg             578lbs
Rec. tractor size      19kw  25hp
PTO  540rpm  
Approx ground coverage                    
                     1000-2500m2/h  1250-3000sq.yds/hr  
An average golf green can be scarified in 
approx. 10-15mins at a depth setting of 8mm, 
depending on amount of thatch removed and the 
number of times the box is emptied.
           

                                
      

2mm Tungsten Tipped  F36106   30mm 32               Scarifying.  
Fitted as standard.

Also recommended:

1mm Tungsten Tipped  F36608   18mm 55               Light scarifying

3mm Tungsten Tipped  F36231   30mm 32               Deep scarifying & linear  
                        aeration, 
or seedbed prep.
1mm Verticutting      F36232   30mm 32               Verticutting during playing
                       season

Ref. Spacing
No of blades 

required
Blades Usage

Extra 6mm (F36210) and 12mm (F36235) rubber spacers are available for variable spacing.

 

Interchangeable blades and optional variable spacing:

The Rotorake principle incorporates a reel of blades rotating at 
high speed in the opposite direction to that of the conventional 
cylinder mower.  The blades therefore cut upwards, 
continuously taking fibre away from the surface rather than 
pushing it into the surface.  This also ensures that the machine 
is held to the ground and a regular working depth  maintained.

SISIS CONTRA-ROTATION PRINCIPLE


